**Laplink Software is the market leader in providing enterprise-class PC life-cycle solutions that save time and money for businesses by automating critical processes for OS upgrades, PC refreshes, PC backup and asset disposition.**

**PCmover® Business**
Automatically moves selected applications, profiles, data and settings from an old PC to a new one, regardless of the Windows OS to which you may be upgrading, and unconstrained by hardware configurations.

Independent research shows on average, businesses can save over $300 per migration with PCmover by having a more automated migration process that doesn't require a skilled technician eliminating end user downtime and post-migration help desk calls.

**Key Features:**
- No local install required
- Migrates applications, data, settings, user accounts
- SMS and email alerts upon completion
- Transfer from image file or physical drive
- Physical-to-Virtual Support (P-to-V)
- Enhanced reporting
- In-place Windows® Upgrade Support
- Migrate via Ethernet, Laplink USB Cable, or LAN/WAN
- Premium phone support (available)
- Onboarding, training, and assistance (available)
- Software maintenance support (available)

**Supported Operating Systems:**
32-bit and 64-bit versions

**PCmover® Enterprise**
Our flagship migration solution works out-of-the-box but may also be configured to suit specific migration needs whether for an entire project, or departmentally within the master project. PCmover Enterprise can create “light touch” or “zero touch” migrations to easily manage disparate networks.

PCmover Enterprise is Policy Manager-driven, fully configurable, and contains a robust reporting mechanism to keep you in touch with the progress of your projects. Using SCCM, LANdesk, or Altiris? PCmover Enterprise may be incorporated for a fully automated migration.

**Key Features:**
- All the same features as PCmover Business and includes Policy Manager Module.
- Preload registration info - minimize keystrokes
- Custom policy file creation support
- Selection based “Light or Zero touch” migrations
- Create whitelist / blacklists for files, apps and folders
- Create and enforce IT Admin rules
- Pre-define user mapping
- Pre-register for offline migrations
- Corporate logo customization available

**Supported Operating Systems:**

**DiskImage™**
Create Images and restore entire systems quickly and easily, for both desktops and servers!

Laplink DiskImage offers reliable machine-independent protection from unforeseen data loss. All standard and professional functions are bundled up in one product. Automated, as well as individual settings are possible.

**Key Features:**
- Visual display of hard disk usage
- Handles Microsoft Virtual Disks (VHD)
- WinPE Boot Environment
- Additional compression types
- Differential Images
- Job assistant for automatic and regular imaging
- Incremental and direct forensic image settings
- 1:1 copies of drives (cloning)

**Supported Operating Systems:**

**SafeErase™**
Protect yourself and your data from the latest threat of identity theft with Laplink SafeErase, the fastest and most secure way to permanently delete sensitive information.

Whether it’s outdated financial records, email archives, internet history or personal files, you can remain sure that it remains permanently deleted. SafeErase utilizes a series of government recommended deletion methods to completely wipe selected data from your hard drive.

**Key Features:**
- Complete protection
- Securely deletes browser data, files, partitions, drives
- Easy-to-use
- Fast data wipe: Overwrite with all zeros
- U.S. DoD Certified

**Supported Operating Systems:**